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Abstract: Stock price prediction from the available information related to the stock market remains a challenging task due to the 

numerous manipulating factors such as sentiment of investors, stable performance, economic fluctuation and social media tweets having 

some sentiments. However, the accurate prediction of stock price movement is a profitability and economic advantage associated with 

the financial analyst. Despite the improvement in existing stock prediction model in term of their accuracy is a most challenging task. 

So, in this research work, we proposed a sentiment analysis-based stock price movement prediction model using Genetic Algorithm 

(GA) and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) as deep learning technique on stock social media. For the feature extraction, Lexicon-based 

approach is used along with the GA to select an appropriate feature set based on the fitness criteria. Firstly, we perform some pre-

processing steps to remove the unwanted text such as normalization, punctuation removal, stop words removal and their tokenization. 

Then, we extracted features using the lexicon concept and optimized using GA to train the ANN in most effective manners. The results 

obtained from experiments in the stock market show that the proposed model work well compare to the state-of arts works in terms of 

performance.  

Keywords: Stock Market, Stock Market Price Prediction, Social Media, Sentiment Analysis, Lexicon Dictionary, Genetic 

Algorithm, Artificial Neural Network 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

he rapid growth of the internet-based system has commanded to a huge incursion of public as well as private 

information that holds valuable insights about the public opinion [1]. An opinion expressed by users on 

internet becomes a part of system and other user’s gets a massive benefit from this type of opinion to make a 

better decision. The process of information collection from different internet-based platform such as Amazon, Flip-

kart, Facebook, Twitter, IMDB or blogging sites in terms of reviews, posts, comments etc. is a difficult task and 

their analysis is also more difficult. Based on the collected data, analysis of these’re views helps to find the polarity 

in terms of positive, negative or neutral that is known as Opinion Mining or Sentiment Analysis [2]. The illustration 

of polarities-based sentiments are shown in Fig. 1. 

Sentiment
 

Analysis

Tesla is one of the recent 

company in this world that 

works on automatic cars

Neutral

Negative

Tesla installed a large 

charging station to support 

users and make big profit

Positive

Price of automatic car will 

be falling down in 

upcoming years due to 

high cost

 
Fig 1: Polarities-based Sentiment Analysis 

Today, lots of services is depending upon the sentiment analysis and the most popular applications in real life is listed below: 

T 
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 Monitoring of Social Media  

 Online Product Analysis 

 Movie Analysis  

 Patterns and Trends Analysis 

 Financial Markets Analysis 

 Customer support and feedback 

 ReputationManagement Market Research  

In this research, the application of sentiment analysis to analyze the financial markets is discussed because, augmentation in the 

complexity of financial markets, it is essential to craftreview-based technical tools to help investors to properly apply their assets to 

attain [3].The goal of this research is to develop a Sentiment analysis-based stock price movement prediction using optimized deep 

learning as an artificial intelligence technique on stock social media.Here, the combination of text analysis with sentiment analysis is 

designed to predict stock price movement because, whena user conducting stock transactions, they consider market activities as well as 

articulated sentiments reported in social media. The purpose of stock market data analysis is to find consequential structures and 

suggestions from the stock data based on their polarity. The assignment of sentiment detection from stock market data is overcomes the 

decision rate of users those are confused to investment in stock market. Sentiment detection from stock market data is a demanding and 

challenging assignment due to many complicated problems, such as low quality of text feature, high similarity rate, polarity change in 

the text data [4]. From these types of challenging task we present optimized feature extraction based artificial intelligence technique for 

empirical analysis of stock market data. The main contributions in this research is listed below: 

 Firstly, we presents a brief survey and analysis the existing research gaps related to the stock price movement prediction model using 

the sentiment analysis with different techniques and approaches. 

 Here, we designed a Lexicon-based dictionary of words for feature extraction based on their polarity and theGenetic Algorithm (GA) as 

a feature selection approach with novel objective or fitness function is used to select relevant set of features. 

 To train the proposed stock price movement prediction model-based on the sentiment analysis, the concept of Artificial Neural Network 

(ANN) as deep learning approach will be used on stock market data. 

 At the last of article, an experimental analysis and comparison with state-of-art works is performed to validate the proposed model, the 

performance metrics such asprecision, recall, f-score, time, and accuracy with error. 

The rest of research article is systematized as follows. Survey of related works in discussed in the Section 2 and in Section 3, 

proposed model of stock price movement prediction is introduces with basic concepts. Section 4 describes the experimental results 

analysis of proposed research and we conclude and suggest several future directions in Section 5. 

II. LITERATURE STUDY 

This section of research article illustrates the state-of-art related to the proposed sentiment analysis-based stock price movement 

prediction model to identify the challenging factors and problems. In 2019, A Derakhshan& H Beigyhad conducted a research on 

sentiment analysis on stock social media for stock price movement prediction. In this research, authorsfocused on the problem of 

model-based opinion mining using the concept of part-of-speech graphical model to extract user’s opinions and test it in two different 

datasets in English and Persian where the Persian dataset is gathered in this paper from Iranian stock market social network. In the 

prediction of the stock market by this model, we achieved an accuracy better than methods that are using explicit sentiment labels for 

comments [1]. RS Jagdale et al.in 2019 had conducted a research on sentiment analysis on product reviews using machine learning 

techniques. In this research, dataset has taken from Amazon which contains reviews of Camera, Laptops, Mobile phones, tablets, TVs, 

video surveillance. After Pre-processing authors applied machine learning algorithms to classify reviews that are positive or negative. 

Machine learning techniques gives best results to classify the products reviews and the concept of Naïve Bayes got accuracy 98.17% 

where by using the Support Vector machine (SVM) got accuracy 93.54% but the concept of aspect level sentiment analysis was not 

used to obtained an improve results [2].Ali et al. in 2019 have introduced a developed classification sentiment analysis using deep 

learning networks and also provide comparative results of different deep learning networks. Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) has been 

developed as a baseline for other networks results. Long short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural network, Convolutional Neural 

Network (CNN) in addition to a hybrid model of LSTM and CNN have been developed and applied on IMDB dataset consists of 50K 

movies reviews files. Dataset was divided to 50% positive reviews and 50% negative reviews. The data is initially pre-processed using 

Word2Vec and word embedding techniques. The results have shown that, the hybrid CNN with LSTM model have outperformed the 

MLP and singular CNN and LSTM networks. CNN with LSTM have reported the accuracy of 89.2% while CNN has given accuracy of 

87.7%, while MLP and LSTM have reported accuracy of 86.74% and 86.64 respectively. Moreover, the results have elaborated that the 

proposed deep learning models have also outperformed SVM, Naïve Bayes and RNTN that were published in other works using 

English datasets [3]. In 2019, Chowdhury et al. have proposed a process of sentiment analysis of movie reviews written in Bangla 

language. This process can automate the analysis of audience’s reaction towards a specific movie or TV show. With more and more 
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people expressing their opinions openly in the social networking sites, analyzing the sentiment of comments made about a specific 

movie can indicate how well the movie is being accepted by the general public. The dataset used in this experiment was collected and 

labeled manually from publicly available comments and posts from social media websites. Using SVM algorithm, this model achieves 

88.90% accuracy on the test set and by using Long Short Term Memory network the model manages to achieve 82.42% accuracy. 

Furthermore, a comparison with some other machine learning approaches is presented in this paper [4]. Jagdale et al. have worked on 

Dataset that has taken from Amazon which contains reviews of camera, Laptops, Mobile phones, tablets, TVs, Video surveillance. 

After pre-processing have applied machine learning algorithms to classify reviews that are positive or negative.  In this work authors 

have concluded that, Machine Learning Techniques provides best results to classify the Products reviews. Naïve Bayes got accuracy 

98.17% and SVM got accuracy 93.54% for camera Reviews [5].Sharma et al. in 2018 presented a web based application that helps to 

visualize present sentiments that are related to the keywords namely hash-tag, phrase or words respectively. The sentiments as well as 

the geography intensity have been measured [6].Clark et al.proposed a scheme to recognition technique to identify tweets which is 

associated to the cancer patients experienced and helps to monitor public health. The data has been gathered about 53 million “breast 

cancer” tweets posted in September, 2016. Supervised learning scheme in combination with Natural language processing have been 

utilized so that important data related to breast cancer patient has been experienced [7].Yoo et al. proposed a structure for learning and 

guess users sentiments for objects that are evaluated in actual time outside of enormous social media content, and demonstrate the 

outcomes of the initial verification work. The same trajectory and emotion analysis have been created for the sake of user’s perspective. 

Furthermore, the accuracy of emotional and predictive learning system has been increased by using the latest deep learning methods [8]. 

Majumder et al. proposed a novel feature fusion strategy, which is carried out in a layered manner, initially the modularity have been 

integrated and then merging the entire three modes. In discourse-level multimodal sentiment analysis of multi-discourse video clips, 

existing technology combines appropriate data from other discourses of the similar segment, and our layered fusion provides up to 2.4% 

and observed that there is an reduction of almost 10% in the error rate [9]. El Alaoui et al.in 2018 proposed an adaptable sentiment 

analysis approach that analyses social media posts and extracts user’s opinion in real-time. The proposed approach consists of first 

constructing a dynamic dictionary of words’ polarity based on a selected set of hashtags related to a given topic, then, classifying the 

tweets under several classes by introducing new features that strongly fine-tune the polarity degree of a post. The results of prototype 

tests have performed a good accuracy in detecting positive and negative classes of sentiments [10]. 

Table 1: Comparative analysis 

Advantages  Disadvantages 

SVM as a machine learning perform better compared to other 

algorithm 

Limited to sentiments class and applicable for two categories only at a 

time. 

Existing models-based on the machine learning process are 

relatively inexpensive. 

 

Complexity of systems are more and need a multi class classifiers with 

machine learning. 

For an unbalanced data Naïve Bayes and SVM perform well 

and provide accuracy more than 65%. 

The computational speed is a main issue faces while predicting market. 

 

Using hybrid scheme of machine learning provide accurate 

result with more profit and less risk 

Limited series stock data prediction and require high processing unit to 

execute analysis system 

Using deep learning, address the issue of stock market such 

as at what time the person has to buy or sell shares 

successfully 

Deep learning need an appropriate set of features and in less feature 

quantity, need a large number of layers which increase the execution 

time. 

After studying existing research literature for product review system using sentiment analysis with optimization and deep learning 

technique, the following points are highlighted as interferences drawn and verdict from the above state-of art as illustrated below: 

1) The data used in the previous work are standard and the researchers have not worked on user defined data. So, all existing works are 

non-real time model for sentimental analysis. 

2) In the existing work, due to unpredictable phrases and sentences meaning changes, the pre-processing of data is affected, thereby the 

variation in feature of data is more and the chances of classification accuracy reduction is also high. 

3) The existing pre-processing cannot provide normalized data and the chances of irrelevant feature set are more due to the appearance of 

un-normalized data, data with punctuation and stop words. 

4) To remove the above problem, a number of optimization algorithms have been used but the researchers have not obtained high accuracy 

to optimize the text data. 

5) For sentiment analysis, feature selection and reduction are crucial problems that have been tackled by many researchers in different 

ways. However, no consistent conclusions have been found from these studies that one technique is superior to other. Since discussions 

of effective feature selection and reduction are beyond the possibility of research in this field. 

6) In the above mentioned survey, current works are applicable for only a small sample of sentiment analysis applications. Various 

prospective applications of sentiment analysis seen from this survey of the existing works indicate the importance of sentiment analysis 

in practical life and it should be implemented. 
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From the analysis of several existing work in sentiment analysis field, we observed that the accuracy of model is not up to mark 

because the lack of best feature selection according to the sentiment class. The uniqueness and proper feature selection algorithm is 

necessary steps to achieve better classification accuracy with ANN as a classifier. 

III. PROPOSED MODEL 

Most of the current work in this direction usually recognizes the polarity of the ideas (positive / negative) as described in above 

literature survey. But the time complexity of system are more due to the large and irrelevant data and need to improve by using the 

concept of GA-based feature selection or optimization. This helps to selection of better and appropriate feature sets from the extracted 

Lexicon dictionary-based features and then we train model using ANN as a deep learning technique on stock social media. The general 

model architecture of the proposed work is shown in Fig. 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2: Model Architecture 

Based on the above mentioned architecture, we design and develop a framework for the simulation of proposed sentiment analysis-

based stock price movement prediction model using genetic algorithm and ANN as deep learning technique on stock social media, 

some basic steps are given as: 

Step 1. Design a framework and upload dataset of stock market for training and testing of proposed sentiment analysis-based stock 

price movement prediction model. Loaded the input text data in terms of as positive, negative and neutral from the stock market 

database. The algorithm of data uploading is written as: 

Algorithm 1: Data Uploading 

Text Data = Data Uploading (Text File) 

Start  

N = Number of files for uploading  

For m = 1 N 

     [Filename, Pathname] = Browse (Select folder)  

     Full file = concatenate (Pathname, Filename) 

     Text Data [m] = text read (Full file) 

End – For  

Return: Text Data 

End – Function  

Based on the above algorithm, we upload text data for training as well as testing but in testing only single text file is uploaded and the 

flow of algorithm is shown in the Fig. 3.  
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Fig 3: Flow of Algorithm 1 

Step 2. Apply pre-processing technique on the uploaded data in the training as well as testing phases to make sure that the data is 

compatible for proposed work or not. In the pre-processing steps, normalization, punctuation removal, stop words removal and 

tokenization is applied according to the requirements. The algorithm of pre-processing is written as: 

Algorithm 2: Pre-processing 

Pre-processed Data = Pre-processing (Text Data) 

Start  

N = Number of files  

M = Number of words in files 

For n = 1 N 

For m = 1 M 

Data [n, m] = Normalization (Text Data) 

         Data [n, m] = Remove Punctuation (Data) 

         Data [n, m] = Remove Stop Words (Data) 

         Data [n, m] = Tokenization (Data) 

End – For  

Pre-processed Data = Data 

End – For  

Return:Pre-processed Data 

End – Function  

Pre-processing algorithm is used to make a compatible data according to the system requirements and the flow of pre-processing 

algorithm is shown in the Fig. 4.  
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Fig 4: Flow of Algorithm 2 

Step 3. After the pre-processing in both phases (Training and Testing), feature extraction technique is applied to find out the 

appropriate feature sets from the uploaded data set according to their polarity. The concept of lexicon analysis is used to estimate the 

polarity of pre-processed text file and the general steps of lexicon-based approach are shown in Fig. 5. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5: Lexicon-based Analysis 

The lexicon-based feature extraction analysis can be designed by utilizing the three approaches: 

 Manual approach,  

 Dictionary-based approach and  

 Corpus-based approach 

Here, we used the concept of combination of manual as well dictionary-based method and for the better feature selection, GA is used. 

Step 4. Apply GA as a feature selection or optimization technique to select the unique feature from feature sets for each categories 

based on the objective function (fitness function) of optimization technique. The algorithm of GA is written as: 

 

Algorithm 3: GA-based Feature Selection 

Selected Data = GA (FeatureData) 

Start  

Initialize parameter – Iterations (ITR) 

  – Population Size (S) 

                                – Crossover (CO) 

  – Mutation (M) 

 – Number of Variables (NVAR) 

Start 
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2. Punctuation Removal 

3. Stop words Removal 
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Compute Size, [N, M] = Size (Feature Data) 

Fitness function, 𝑓(𝑓𝑖𝑡) 

f (fit) = {
1;     if fit

0;                          otherwise
 

For n = 1 N 

For m = 1 M 

FS = Feature Data [n, m] 

         FT = mean (Feature Data) 

         Data = GA (ITR, S,CO,M,NVAR,f (fit)) 

End – For  

Selected Data = Data 

End – For  

Return: Selected Data 

End – Function  

Based on the above mentioned steps of GA, we select text feature data for training as well as testing according to the defined fitness 

function and the flow of GA is shown in the Fig. 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 6: Flowchart of Algorithm 3 

Step 5. After feature optimization process, ANN will be initialized to train the proposed sentiment classification system for the stock 

market database. The trained structure of ANN is stored in the form of structure according to the data classes (Target). In the Fig. 7, a 

diagram of ANN processing is shown having input, hidden and output layer. 

 
Fig 7: Working of ANN 

In Fig. 7, the input of ANN is considered in terms of X and W represents the weight value. Based on these data, ANN calculate net 

input for training using given formula: 

𝒀𝒊𝒏 =  𝑿𝟏 × 𝑾𝟏 + 𝑿𝟐 × 𝑾𝟑 + 𝑿𝟑 × 𝑾𝟑 … … + 𝑿𝒎 × 𝑾𝒎 
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𝑵𝒆𝒕 𝑰/𝑷 = 𝒀𝒊𝒏 = ∑ 𝑿𝒊 × 𝑾𝒊

𝒎

𝒊=𝟏

 

Where, Features X1, X2, X3…. Xmand  

             WeightsW1, W2, W3…. Wm 

On the basis of calculated net input, output of ANN can be calculated by applying the activation function in hidden layer of ANN and 

the equation of output is given as: 

𝒀 =  𝒇(𝒀𝒊𝒏) 

ANN O/P = Function (Net I/P, Activation) 

Where, ANN O/P represents theANNtrained structured and the algorithm of ANN is written as: 

Algorithm 4: ANN-based Training 

Structure = ANN (Selected Data, Types, Neurons) 

Start  

Initialize parameters of ANN – Epochs (E), Neurons (N), Random Division, and Trainlm (Levenberg Marquardt) 

Compute Size, [N, M] = Size (Selected Data) 

For k = 1 N × M 

IfSelected Data from +VE 

Consider as G (1)  
Else if Selected Data from –VE 

Consider as G (2) 

Else if Selected Data fromNeutral 

Consider as G (3) 

End – If   

End – For  

Call ANN with “Selected Data” as a Training data and “G” as Group 

Structure = newff (Selected Data, G, N) 

Structure= Train (Structure, Selected Data, G) 

Results = simulate (Structure, Test Data) 

If Results == 1 

    Test Data is Positive  

Else if Results == 1 

    Test Data is Negative 

Else 

    Test Data is Neutral 

End – If  

Return: Structure with Results  

End – Function  

Step 6. During testing process, test data is uploaded and then step 2 to 4 is applied and converts into feature sets. After the last step of 

testing process (feature optimization), test data is going for the classification process based on the artificial neural network structure. 

Step 7. Test data is compared with the data stored into the neural trained structure. If data is matched, then sentiments are classified 

from positive or negative classes else the sentiments are not classified. 

At last, calculate the performance parameters of the proposed work in terms of precision, recall, f-measure, execution time, and error 

and classification accuracy. Above flowchart and algorithms are shows procedural steps of proposed sentiment analysis-based stock 

price movement prediction model using GA and ANN on stock social. The sample of used dataset is given in the Table I. 

Table I: Used Dataset Sample 

 

Positive Data 
 

 

Negative Data 

 
 

Neutral Data 
 

The simulation results of proposed sentiment analysis-based stock price movement prediction model using GA and ANN as deep 

learning technique on stock social media is described in the below section of paper. 

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

We have shown the result of proposed sentiment analysis-based stock price movement prediction model and compare with work 

presented by A Derakhshan& H Beigyin terms of precision, recall, f-score, execution time, and error and classification accuracy. 
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Below Table II represents the experimental results for the proposed system for five sample data.The fundamental question in utilizing 

GA for feature selection form the extracted feature from available data on social networks to predict stock price movements is that 

whether this informationhas any predicting efficiency better than state-of art works.To answer this question in this article, we compare 

the experimental results of the proposed system to the existing work. Firstly, we compare the work with GA and ANN and only ANN in 

Table II. 

Table II: Evaluated Simulation Results and Comparison  

PARAMETERS Proposed Work using GA with ANN Proposed Work using ANN 

 

 

Precision 

N
o

. 
o

f 

S
a

m
p

le
s 

10 0.9182 10 0.8365 

20 0.9396 20 0.8722 

30 0.9451 30 0.9438 

40 0.9738 40 0.9573 

50 0.9834 50 0.9785 

 

 

Recall 

N
o

. 
o

f 

S
a

m
p

le
s 

10 0.8383 10 0.8032 

20 0.8733 20 0.8377 

30 0.9138 30 0.8573 

40 0.9333 40 0.8726 

50 0.9536 50 0.9433 

 

 

F-measure 

N
o

. 
o

f 

S
a

m
p

le
s 

10 0.8764 10 0.8195 

20 0.9052 20 0.8546 

30 0.9291 30 0.8984 

40 0.9531 40 0.9129 

50 0.9683 50 0.9605 

 

 

Time 

N
o

. 
o

f 

S
a

m
p

le
s 

10 0.81472 10 0.09754 

20 0.90579 20 0.27849 

30 1.26986 30 0.54688 

40 0.91337 40 0.95750 

50 1.63235 50 0.96488 

 

 

Accuracy 

N
o

. 
o

f 

S
a

m
p

le
s 

10 92.2609 10 86.5607 

20 94.8830 20 89.6393 

30 97.4022 30 93.7142 

40 98.6573 40 95.0731 

50 99.7647 50 97.5544 

 

 

Error 

N
o

. 
o

f 

S
a

m
p

le
s 

10 7.7391 10 13.4393 

20 5.117 20 10.3607 

30 2.5978 30 6.2858 

40 1.3427 40 4.9269 

50 0.2353 50 2.4456 

 
Fig 8: Precision Rate of System 

Fig. 8 illustrated the comparison of theobtained precision for two different scenario such as system using GA with ANN and system 

using only ANN. In this research, the average value of precision is measured near to the0.952 and 0.918 for system using GA with 

ANN and system using only ANN respectively. Form the analysis, we observed that the achieved precision rate is better for hybrid 

system using GA that helps to provide better system training. 
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Fig 9: Recall Rate of System 

The comparison of theobtained recall for two different scenario such as system using GA with ANN and system using only ANN is 

illustrated in above Fig. 9. In this research, the average value of recall is measured near to the0.902 and 0.862for system using GA with 

ANN and system using only ANN respectively. Form the analysis, we observed that the achieved recall rate is better for hybrid system 

using GA that helps to select best feature and provide better system training. 

 
Fig 10: F-measure of System 

Fig. 10 illustrated the comparison of theobtained f-measure for two different scenario such as system using GA with ANN and system 

using only ANN. In this research, the average value of f-measureis measured near to the0.928 and 0.889for system using GA with ANN 

and system using only ANN respectively. Form the analysis, we observed that the achieved f-measureis better for hybrid system using 

GA that helps to provide better system training. 

 

Fig 11: Execution Time of System 

The comparison of the execution time for proposed system is shown in the Fig. 11 and the execution time of both system is optimal and 

less than 1 second for maximum time. 
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Fig 12: Accuracy of System 

The comparison of theobtained accuracy for two different scenario such as system using GA with ANN and system using only ANN 

is illustrated in above Fig. 12. In this research, the average value of accuracy is measured more than96.59% and 92.51% for system 

using GA with ANN and system using only ANN respectively.Similar to accuracy, error of proposed work is reduces and we achieved a 

better performance by utilizing the GA along with the ANN to select best feature and provide better system training. 

 
Fig 13: Error of System 

The comparison of theobtained error for two different scenario such as system using GA with ANN and system using only ANN is 

illustrated in above Fig. 13 and we achieved better model efficiency. But, to validate the proposed system, we need to compare with the 

existing work scenario. So, we compare the proposed model efficiency with work presented by the A Derakhshan& H Beigyin terms of 

accuracy in Table III. 

Table III: Comparison-based on System Accuracy  

Parameters Proposed A Derakhshan& H Beigy [1] 

F-Measure (%) 92.80 70.71 

Above Table III shows the comparison of proposed sentiment analysis-based stock price movement prediction model using GA and 

ANN as deep learning technique on stock social mediawith existing work byA Derakhshan& H Beigy, in 2019. The effectiveness of 

proposed system is clearly shown in the table and for better representation, their graphs are shown in the Fig. 14. 
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Fig 14: Comparison-based on System Accuracy 

Above Fig. 12 represents the comparison of proposed system and with A Derakhshan& H Beigy [1] on the basis of f-measure as a 

performance parameters. The significant increase in f-measure is recorded from existing work and the conclusion of the proposed work 

is given in the below section of this article. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Research related to theprediction of stock price movement in stock market has been on the increase lately to provide better prediction 

results. For this purpose, lots work using different machine learning and soft computing techniques have been applied in this field to 

examine the predictability of the stock market based on sentiments from social stock tweets dataset. Despite the accomplishment in 

prediction accuracy by previous related studies, the literature survey argues that prediction accuracy of existing systems could be further 

for newer stock information on the Internet. In this research article, we explored the potential of sentiment analysis system (positive, 

negative and neutral) to predict the stock price movement using the concept of Lexicon-based dictionary. Here, the concept of GA 

along with the ANN is sued to train the system that helps to provide the better system prediction accuracy. GA helps to select a set of 

appropriate feature set from the lexicon features and then pass to ANN as an input data that helps to achieved better training. Because, 

we know that the prediction accuracy is directly proportional to the feature quality and training mechanism. Form the experimental 

analysis, we observed that the accuracy of proposed system is better than the existing work by A Derakhshan& H Beigy [1] in terms of 

f-measure. In case of larges stock related, the stock market prediction accuracy is increased but execution time is also increases. Hence, 

we trust that to solve this weakness proposed systemby utilizing a hybrid feature fusion technique is an exciting future direction to 

investigate.  
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